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THIS THING CALLED INFLATION
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Professor of Economics, New York University

dealing with inflation are aware
of the fact that the term has a wide variety of meanings.
Very often better terms could be employed which would avoid the
vagaries generally involved in its ~1::;e. Just why so many of us insist
· upon using the term "inflation" when, without the least difficulty,
we could be specific is not clear. For example, why can't we write
or speak simply of a sharp rise in the' price level, if that is what we
mean, without dragging in that generally meaningless word "inflation"? Of what value is the term when used in this sense considering the fact that it is also used in other senses? In short, we
apparently would increase the profitableness of our discussions of
prices, money, and credit if we would drop the word "inflation"
from our vocabulary and say precisely what we mean.
To be of value, the term "inflation" must be clearly defined.
But very often when writers or speakers attempt to define it, many,
if not most, of the definitions prove under analysis to be either
inconsistent or worthless for other reasons.
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If a definition is of value, it will classify clearly, distinguish
unlike things, and lead one to useful conclusions. A definition is
particularly helpful when it embodies the popular impression of
the thing defined. Perhaps the most common notion regarding
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inflation is that it is a bad thing. Just why ius bad is usually nut
made clear. As I deline inflation, it is bad ~ause it m,!;~losS(s.
'f!lese lOSSf!S ptovid.eJI!.e:m_:asure ofinflati~ When we ask afnost
any person how he would measure this inflation oi which he
we are rarely, if ever, provided with a clear-cut answer. Talk of
inflation is of little value if our concept of it is so vague that we
cannot poiot to some means of measuring it.
In deliniog inflation, an i'!J!.alionar'J. .P.rocedure. should be distioguished from the condition of inflation;-that is, from the losses
directly attributable tO the procedure. J/Much of the confusion io the
· use of the tetm "inflation" today grows out of the fact that this
distioction is not made. Probably no watertight definition of inflation
can be built which will ioclude both the procedure and the fact of
inflation.
II Another mistake commonly 11\ade is to relate "inflation" to the
price level rather than tO the iodividual commodities and transactions
which comprise the so-called price level/JOur iodexes of the price
level are nothing but mathematical abstractions of the prices of a
large number oi iodividual items. A price level can be steady while
many of the prices are risiog and many are falliog. A price level
can be stable and yet rest upon a multitude of iostabilities which
may end io a severe depression, as in 1929-1933.
Furthermore, a rising price level, as when a country is recoveriog
from depression io a sound manner, is not necessarily undesirable,
much less a bad thiog. Practically everyone may benefit. Prices can
rise for various reasons of w,hich an inflationary procedure may or
may not be a cause. Consequently, we should nut attempt to relate
the term "inflation" to the price level if we are to employ the word
io any useful or consistent sense.
Some users of the term relate it to an expansion of the currency.
Now the expansion of currencies takes various forms. An expansion
of self.,Jiquidatiog gold, or silver, or gold or silver certificates, for

s-Jew,
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eumple, should
be classed :with such wtl.ike .expwioas as the.
.issue of non-self.Jiquidating paper money (such as oar pe.obadcs
of dvu War day$), or silver certificates issued in exce$$ of the market
valuA of the silver !e$erte, ot bank deposits based upon illiquid
.wets. Bes.idfi the necessity of d.!stingui$hing the different types of
sopply, the important factlm of the nature-cxlnfideor:e, specu!atioo,
fear~d degree of the velocity of the$e curteodfi also require
co.a&ideration. The COilllJIOil stat~ that inllatioo exists when
curreocy is issued faster than productioo increases is wottblt$5 not
ooly for thae two te8SOil$ but for others as well.
With thfie coosideratiOII$ in mind, 1 should deline inllation as
follows: Infllllion is a tontlitiott rutJJing from #11 atmsiott of

plll'ch!ISing porm, sither in tht form of 11101111 or t:rulil, 111hkh is
nol le&llrttl bJ rumes or rommotlitiu JllffidsnJ to Jipitlttlt it.
InBation as a fact-that is, the extent of inllation-is not to be
c:on£used with an inllatiooary proooduu which results in a cooditioo
of inllatioo. AtJ.y exteosioo of ctedit is, therefote, an 'inllationary
procedure, but whether or not inflatioo will as a fact !e$Ult remains
to be detetmined. 1o so b.t as ctedit t.tansactioo.s are COIICeroed, the
aD.SWeJ: lifi in whether or not the loan Cll1l be paid at maturity without
loss. 1o short, wheo we think of inflation in coonectioo with credit
transactions, we are thinking of unpayable debts. The extent to which
debts cannot be paid is the measuu of the aegree to which pnrchasiug
power has beeo overextended to the borrower. Thfie resultant !oases
are the measure of the extent to which the bouower's pu.tchasiug
power was inllal:ed. If the credit which was extended Could be paid
without loss at maturity, tbeo we mli.St COildude that there was ao
actual inllatioo of the putthasing power of the bouower, eveo though
the procedwe of making a loan was ioflatioouy.
It mould be observed in coonectioo with this delinitioo a
analysis that the delinitioo of inflation is related to individual transactions. It also should be clear that there Cll1l be inflation resatdless
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of whethet the price level is steady, or is rising, or is falling. Those'
people who relate inflation to' a rising price level find themselves
embauassed when one reminds them that since the price 1~~ as
commonly computed, did not rise in 1923-1929, therefore on/ must
suppose that we had no inflation during that period. That in itself
should be sufficient to demonstrate the great carelessness which ·
prevills in this use of the term "inflation:: All of us .tealize, on
second thought, that a large proportion: of our prices during the
period 1923-1929 was 'bolstered by a. huge volume of inflated credit
which fina.lly collapsed on us in 1929-1932, and that the wholesale
price level, as computed, did not provide the key to the form and
extent of the inflationary procedure then at work.
Since an inflationary procedure means the creation of purchasing
power in advance of repa~ent, the tendency is to bolster or raise
prices, but this does not mean that the price average will necessarily
rise. But it is a fact that some of our most outstanding periods of
inflationary procedure have been marked by rising prices-sometimes
by a very sharp rise in prices. In othet words, an inflationary procedure can be a most potent factor in causing a rise in prices. But
this does not mean that we may not have a tremendous volume of
inflation without a rise in prices or that we cannot have a sound rise
in prices.
This definition of inflation reveals what is important for us to
recognize at the present time, namely, that for some years we have
been engaged in a very pronounced and far-reaching in.flationary
procedure. This shows itself priocipa.lly in the extent to which the
government has led banks to create deposits against its delicitl-a
banking asset which could not possibly liquidate the deposits resting
upon it. The in.flationary procedure is apparent, but the extent of
the in.flation--that. is, the extent of the losses which will grow out
of this procedure-has not become apparent and may not become
apparent for many years. Because the price level has not risen as a

·.consequence of this inllationary procedw:e, we hear it fRquently
said, therefore, that we have not had inflation and that all the
w~gs regarding inllation which we have listened to since 1933
have~ ·demonstrated to be false warnings. The simple answer
to all this is that we have been engaged in a t.temendous inflationary
. procedw:e, but that the extent of the losses which will result from
it has not yet been determined. There should also be lessons in the
fact that while we have had an unprecedented expansion in money
and deposit currency, the velocity of demand deposits fell to the
lowest levels on record in February, July, and August, 1940.
When we apply this concept of inflation to inconvertible currency
issued by the government, we are dealing with a more generali%ed
inflationary procedw:e. Instead of the procedw:e being a loan made
by a bank to an individual borrower, it is diffused throughout ow:
whole social st.tuctw:e. In other words, the government is creating
purchasing power which goes into general cireulation. This pw:chasing power is payable on demand, and yet the government has
no good assets wi,!!l which to liquidate it; the assets are merely
shifted and demand for liquidation is not pressed. Any losses
which may result from this procedure will be diffused throughout society. They may grow out of the fact that prices rise and the
real purchasing power of the great mass .of people declines because
their wages and salaHes. do not rise in proportion; or they may be
found in our we burdens, impaired incomes of our great institutional
investors in government securities at the prevailing low interest
rates, and impaired profit margins growing out of lack of confidence
~· economic maladjustments. There is nothing about this definition that cannot be applied to any inflationary procedure regardless
of whether it involves money or credit.
It is worth noting that a great number of people really like the
inflationary procedure, their thougbt and hope !king tliat they may
be able to liquidate without loss-as many of them can-and that
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the final losses will fall on other shoulders. Should our inflationary ·
procedure result in rising prices; a· great proportion of our people
would profit for a time by the procedure, provided they li~date
before a collapse in prices, or other misfortunes, overtakes tli~. It
is the painful settlement under adverse conditions that people dislike;
and it is because of repeated experiences with this consequence of an
inflationary procedure that so many people fear it. All that this
means is that they are afraid of sharply falling prices and of Jag.
ging incomes when prices are rising. When the inflationary procedure is generalized-that is, when it is the result of the expansion
of currency by the government-the great mass of people after.
awhile will begin to feu it because of the increased cost of living
and the lag in their real purchasing power.
It is for these reasons that it is necessary, when dealing with
"inflation", to separate the inflationary procedure, and people's
reactions .to it, from the losses resulting from it-that is, from the
actual condition of inflation. People are made aware of this actual
condition when they attempt to buy and to pay debts under ad~r~
conditions.
•
Once we leam to apply the teim "inflation" to individual tr' :
actions, to the sitUation of individqals, to specific types of money . f.
credit transactions of the government and.banks, and tO mt it klosc
from the behavior of the price level and the .mere expansio~ oJ
currency, then our analysis of an inflationary procedUre and of the
losses -directly attributal?le to it will begin to approach reality, ~~
we shoUld escape much· of the confusion which now surround
the term. As it is generally employed today, it is practically ~
and should be avoided.
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